
 
 

The Windstar Triple Play in Barcelona 
 

In a Truly Rare Occurrence, 
Three Windstar Ships (50% of the Fleet) 

Sail from One of Europe’s Most Beautiful Cities 
 

Barcelona, Spain, November 5, 2018 – In a perfect world of itineraries, three Windstar Cruises’ ships 

(which account for 50 percent of the fleet) were in Barcelona, Spain on October 27. Star Breeze, Wind 

Surf, and Wind Star (representing two sailing yachts and one power yacht in the fleet) happened to be 

in port at the same time and departed one after another on individual itineraries in the Mediterranean. 

 

While passengers and frequent guests of the cruise line were delighted with the photo opportunity, the 

crews and captains also took advantage of the rare happenstance to visit each of the respective ships, 

as well as connect with friends and colleagues on board.  

 

 

Wind Surf, Wind Star, and Star Breeze depart Barcelona, Spain on October 27, 2018. (Photo credit: 

Benjamin Arthur) 
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Windstar Captains (L-R): Vitaliy Brylko (Star Breeze), Belinda Bennett (Wind Star), 

Roman Krstanovic (Star Breeze), and Pedro Pinto (Wind Surf). Star Breeze captains were on a 

hand-over cruise, meaning one was departing service while the other was first joining. (Photo 

credit: Benjamin Arthur) 

 

The crews of Star Breeze, Wind Surf, and Wind Star on Star Breeze send their greetings from 

Barcelona. (Photo credit: Benjamin Arthur) 

For high resolution versions of the images above (and more image options), please contact Mary or 

Sally at the emails below.  

### 
 
About Windstar Cruises  



Windstar Cruises operates a six-ship fleet of small sailing and all-suite ships sailing throughout Europe, the Caribbean, Costa 

Rica and the Panama Canal, Asia, Alaska and British Columbia, Canada and New England, and cruising year-round in Tahiti. 

Windstar’s fleet is the market leader in small ship cruising with a total of 1,242 passenger berths calling on off-the-beaten-path 

and popular ports in nearly 80 countries. The boutique cruise line carries 148 to 310 passengers on six small ships and takes 

travelers on cruises that are 180 degrees from ordinary. Windstar is known for immersive experiences and destination 

authenticity, port-intensive itineraries, exceptional award-winning service, and an innovative culinary program with culinary-

themed cruises as the Official Cruise Line of the James Beard Foundation. Windstar Cruises is a part of Xanterra Travel 

Collection, an award-winning, globally diversified travel company offering once in a lifetime experiences in some of the most 

beautiful and iconic places on earth. 

 

               
 

Contacts:   
Mary Schimmelman, Director of Public Relations  
Mary.Schimmelman@windstarcruises.com, 206-733-2970  
 
Sally Spaulding, Percepture  
sspaulding@percepture.com, 970-986-9063  
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